Video On Demand (VOD) 
Introduction
The development of information technology and the rapid growth of computer networks allowed large files, such as digital images, to be easily transmitted in open networks such as the internet [1] . Video on Demand (VOD) allows users to select or search for a video and watch it. VOD has been so widely used that the majority of Internet traffic is video data [2] .
Leveraging the Internet and the tremendous advances in wireless communications and localization technologies (GPS and others), mobile network operators rely on location based services (LBSs) as a key-asset to provide highly personalized and profitable services. An example of such services is the location dependent information services which provide a mobile client with relevant information regarding her/his current location [3] .
Considering the advantages of VOD and LBS, this paper introduces a location based video service android application. This application displays a floor map, collects sensor values, detects if the user is not moving, finds out the current location of the mobile terminal and the object the user is watching, and plays a video that is closely related to the object.
The WLAN-based indoor positioning is widely used because WLAN is available virtually everywhere. However, its performance is poor because of its Ad hoc layout and signal fluctuation. Since a smartphone is equipped with a computer and many pretty accurate sensors, we use a dead reckoning indoor positioning app running on Android smartphones. It estimates moving distance and heading direction with the sensor values and the current
Related Works
We have found an article [4] that introduces a system which is very close to ours. [4] proposes a novel location technology-based shopping service system (LSSS). LSSS incorporates handheld terminals, resource management system and wireless location technology together to make a whole system. The service provided by the system can make customers in a shopping mall conveniently get product information, notice their current location, figure out proper shopping route when multiple choices are in the shopping list, obtain the navigation information and receive other related innovative services. The purpose of [4] is very similar to the purpose of this paper. However, the methods of implementation used in [4] is significantly different from the ones used by us. For example, [4] uses a relationship between the signal strength and the distance in order to estimate the distance from the mobile terminal to the access point. We know that this estimate is extremely inaccurate. Our experiments showed that the average error of this method of positioning is greater than 10 meters. Another significant difference is the way of providing floor maps. [4] does not state that it uses an electronic map such as an AutoCAD file and it says that they use Google Maps API V3 for location map engine. We develop our own map engine that draws floor map with an AutoCAD file.
[5] proposes a location estimation scheme based on moving nodes that opportunistically exchange known positions. The user couples a linear matrix inequality (LMI) method with a barycenter computation to estimate its position. Simulations have shown that the accuracy of the estimation increases when the number of known positions increases, the range decreases and the node speeds increase. However, they performed simulations without addressing the problem of obtaining the range. This paper introduces an indoor location based service system that works in the real world.
High power white LEDs are expected to replace the existing lighting technologies in near future which are also suggested for visible light communication (VLC). [6] proposes an algorithm for high precision indoor positioning using lighting LEDs, VLC and image sensors. In the proposed algorithm, four LEDs transmitted their three-dimensional coordinate information which were received and demodulated by two image sensors near the unknown position. The unknown position was then calculated from the geometrical relations of the LED images created on the image sensors. They performed simulations and showed that the proposed system could estimate the unknown position within the accuracy of few centimeters. The proposed method is great. However, we need accurate image sensors in order to use the method. Our positioning method uses sensors that are equipped on ordinary smartphones and experimental results are discussed in this paper.
[7] surveys the fundamental techniques for indoor location based service (ILBS) development including positioning, database management, rendering drawings, and web services. For indoor positioning, K-nearest neighbor method, decision tree, trilateration and extended Kalman filter (EKF) are discussed. In practice, implementation of Knearest neighbor method or decision tree requires collecting sensor values at every candidate points and it takes a long time. Trilateration and EKF require a relationship between sensor value and distance and a correct relationship between them is extremely hard to build. The indoor positioning method we introduce in this paper is a deadreckoning method that determines the current location with the sensor values. This paper introduces a smart VOD system. A schematic diagram of a VOD system introduced in [8] is shown in Figure 1 . The streaming server that pumps out video file in a stream is the main component of the system. The user interface of the server interprets user's requests, retrieves the name of the video file that the user wants using database server, and returns the URI (uniform resource identifier) of the file to the user. Then, the user sends the URI to the streaming server so that the streaming server can pumps out the file to the user. 
Repository of Floor Maps
The floor maps arpe essential part of the user interfaces of indoor location based services (ILBS). Google and some other companies are providing useful APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) for manipulating maps with which developers can easily use maps in their application programs. However, there is no such company or organization for floor maps. As the first step of developing general purpose floor map provider, this paper introduces online floor maps repository. The users of the repository can upload their floor maps to the repository and can use the floor maps in the repository in their application.
The Functional Requirements of the Repository System
The online floor map repository allows users to upload their own floor maps. They usually use AutoCAD in order to create floor maps. For all the large constructions, they already have floor maps. Some of them are extremely accurate and must be kept in secrete while some are rough and should be open to public.
The repository also allows the users to search a floor map, to use the image of selected floor map and to upload information of interesting objects. It also allows the administrators to delete and update floor maps and information of interesting objects.
Therefore, we implement web services that provide the following functions: 
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DB System Design and Implementation
For the repository, we need a database (DB) system consisting of the tables as shown in Figure 2 . Information of floor maps is recorded in floor_map_tab. The userId of the person who uploaded the floor map is recorded in userId field. Information of who (userId) used which (map_Id) floor map is recorded in user_map_tab. Once a user used a map, he/she can evaluate the quality of the map.
Information of POIs (Point of Interests) is recorded in interesting_objects_tab. The fields of x_pos and y_pos represents the coordinates of the object corresponding to ob_Id. One of the most important functions of the online floor map repository is providing images of floor maps which are AutoCAD files. This implies that the repository system has to draw an image for a given AutoCAD file. Since the image is to be rendered on a smart phone, the size of the image is usually much smaller than the size of the AutoCAD image. The ratio of the size of the image for smart phone to AutoCAD image size is recorded in scale field of map_measure_tab.
Our database system provides DBConnector class and DrawingDao class. In the former, getConnection() method for DB connection is implemented. In the latter, many methods of manipulating DB are defined. The structure of these classes is shown in Figure 3 .
-registerDrawing(): stores floor-map name, description, category, path into floor_map_tab.
-registerDrawingMeasure(): stores floor-map name, coordination of the midpoint of image, and scale into map_measure_tab.
-registerPOI(): stores information of POI including its coordinate intointeresting_objects_tab.
-deleteDrawing() and deleteDrawingMeasure: delete information from floor_map_tab and map_measure_tab, respectively.
-getAllDrawingName(): retrieves all the name values in floor_map_tab.
-getDrawingDirPath(): retrieves the file path of a floor map from floor_map_tab.
-getScale(): retrieves the scale for a floor map from map_measure_tab.
Web Services of Map Management
For each of the functional requirements, we have implemented web service as follows.
-registerDrawing.jsp: When a request arrives with AutoCAD file, name, description and category, this service stores the information in floor_map_tab.
-deleteDrawing.jsp: When a request arrives with the name of a floor map, this service deletes the floor map from floor_map_tab and map_measure_tab.
-registerAP.jsp: When a request arrives with the image coordinate of the point touched by the user, MAC address, and so on, the service stores the information into interesting_objects_tab.
-showDrawingList.jsp: When a request arrives, this service returns all the names of floor maps.
-showDrawing.jsp: When a request arrives with a map name, this service returns the image of the map.
Indoor Positioning
There are many references that are closely related to our indoor positioning method. The authors of [9] proposed a new smartphone-based indoor positioning systems. The system determines user's moving direction with both magnetometer and gyroscope measurements. The system estimates the number of steps taken by the user with accelerometer values. The number of steps yields the distance the user moved. With the direction and the distance, the system estimates the user's current location with the following equation, where k s , k l , k θ , E s and N s represent the current user position, step length, the estimated heading orientation, and the East and the North coordinates, respectively.
Our system recognizes moving status, watching status, and the current location of the user. Our system collects sensor values every 50 millisecond. It calculates the standard deviation of recent 20 y axis accelerometer values among the collected sensor values. If the calculated 6 (2013) standard deviation is less than a certain threshold then it determines that the user is not moving.
Figure 4. The Finite State Machine to Count Steps
We use the finite state machine (FSM) shown in Figure 4 in order to count user steps. From 2 S if input is greater than Negative_Peek_Thr and less than Positive_Peek_Thr then the next state will be 3 S . From 3 S , if input is greater than Negative_Peek_Thr and less than Positive_Peek_Thr then we stay there, if input is greater than Positive_Peek_Thr then the next state is 2 S , otherwise (input < Neg_Peek_Thr) the next state is 4 S . The final context factor that our system detects is watching status. If a user does not move and holds the Android smartphone in the portrait orientation then we determine that the user is watching an object (exhibit).
The Smart VOD System
We have implemented those functions required to the repository system as web services as shown in Figure 5 . AccessPoint is a web service to upload and retrieve the coordinates of an access point. Drawing is a web service to upload and retrieve a floor map. KNN is to build up a look-up table and to find the current location of the terminal. Using the web services, we have implemented an app with which we can upload, search and delete a floor map and upload information of a point of interesting (access point). One of the most tricky parts of this app is to find the image coordinate of the touched point. This app renders the image of a floor map on an android:scaleType ImageView and defines the scaleType as MATRIX so that we can use Matrix class in order to move, zoom, and skew the image. Matrix class has many methods of manipulating the image. For example, postScale method of Matrix class zooms the image. Matrix class has 3x3 matrix and attributes of the image are recorded in this matrix. Using this information we can convert screen coordinate (x, y) into image coordinate as follows: Our smart VOD system is a client-server system as shown in Figure 6 . The client system is an Android app. The app repeats collecting sensor values, checking if the user is not moving, sending all the collected sensor values to the Web server if the user is not moving, receiving the sequence of coordinates that represents the user's path and the object ID of the object the user is watching, searching for the video and playing the video.
We have implemented various indoor positioning methods as shown in Figure 7 . FSMIndoorPositioning is the Web service that performs the positioning process discussed in Section 4. 
Experiments
We have built up a virtual exhibition room as shown in Figure 8 as our test bed. The width of the room is 6.1 meters and the height is 12.72 meters. We assumed that there are 11 objects are exhibited. The first test scenario is to visit all the exhibits in the order of the number (label). The second test scenario is to visit in the order of 4, 9, 5, 11. We have tested many other scenarios.
Figure 8. The Test Bed
Our Android app 100% correctly recognizes watching status and 80% correctly recognizes the exhibits being watched in the first scenario. However, if the user randomly walks and jogs around, then it performs very poorly. We have performed experiments of testing the repository system. Figure 11 shows screenshots of the app running on a smart phone. By touching the buttons shown in Figure 11 (a), we can upload, search and delete floor maps. Figure 11(b) shows the result of rendering a floor map. Figure 11 (c) shows a screenshot of uploading information of an access point (an interesting object). 
